Abstract
Introduction
Web is dynamic, since each day a huge number of Web documents are added to the Internet. Web is semi-static, since the volume of daily Web documents added to the Internet represents a relatively small fraction of the total volume of the Internet. Web Search engines represent a major outlet to access the Internet world, information, or documents, through the world. The main two characteristics distinguish features of good search engines are the speed and effectiveness, beside comprehensiveness which means the coverage of new added materials to the Internet. The main goal of these search engines is to display the largest percentage of URLs of relevant Web documents inside Search Engine Results Page (SERP).
Web spam or spamdexing is an illegal technique is (which a portmanteau of spamming and index), which aims to increase the rank of Web pages and Web
The goal of these techniques is to make the spam Web pages as normal Web pages, and to attract more Internet users to visit spam Web pages [7] .
Some of the owners of Arabic Web sites use the spam techniques and methods, which violate Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Search Engine Marketing (SEM), and Banners advertisements in order to rate their Web pages higher than they deserve. Usually spammed Web pages are characterized by their low information quality, and the crowdedness of advertising content and links, which deceive the search engine and thus lead to irrelevant information that does not match users' queries [1, 8] .
The Arabic Web spam is considered as a part of the general Web spam. Some common features such as: Number of words in the Web pages, number of words in the title, number of popular words in Web pages, number of internal, external and redirected links is traced in both the Arabic and the general Web spam [9] . Yet, the spammers in Arabic Web pages deal with some special considerations that are related in particular to the Arabic language model.
Although we conducted many studies to discover Web spam with different techniques, finding an optimal effective solution for Arabic Web spam problem is still represent a big challenge to researchers in this field. Due the few number of researches interested in detecting Arabic Web spam, and the lack of reference collections in this field. This paper consider as a first study that focus in detecting the cloaking behaviors in Arabic Web pages. The key is to understand the methods and techniques which are used by spammers in Arabic cloaked Web pages. The next chapters of this paper are organized as follows: Chapter two presents' related studies to Web spam detection, chapter three presents the main weighting method and ranking algorithms for the Web pages, chapter four shows the proposed methodology, chapter five presents implementation and experimental results, chapter six described the evaluation of our proposed system. Last but not least Chapter seven presents the conclusions and future work. This section divided into three subsections, each one focused in one of the main spam types as following:
Related Work

Content-based Web spam Detection
Content Web spam refers to any manipulation process that aims at changing the content of Web pages, by using some spamming techniques, such as: Keyword stuffing inside any of the following tags: the <body>, <title>, Headers <h1>...<h6>, <strong>, and <Meta> tags, beside using tiny and invisible text [4] .
In their study [10] proposed unsupervised method to detect spam documents from a given collection of documents, by using the string equivalence relat ions. The unsupervised method presented as scalable and language independent on many Web documents in Japanese language.
[11] Explored measuring framework for poor quality search results caused by the Web spam problem. About 80 million Web pages from UK2007 WEBSPAM were indexed by one machine. The evaluation method presented a sensitive difference between baseline and filtered rankings.
In [12] the authors built the first Arabic corpus of spammed Web pages contains around 400 Arabic content-based spam Web pages. A set of content-based features extracted as a first features related with Arabic Web spam. We used three classifiers; Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, and K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN). The results yielded that the K-NN is the best classifier in detecting Arabic content -based Web spam when K=1. While [13] proposed new groups of content-based features, and increase the size of the Arabic Web spam corpus. Three classifiers were tested (Decision Tree, Naїve Bayes, and LogitBoost). The conducted results showed that the Decision Tree is the best classifier in detecting Arabic content-based Web spam. In [14] the authors merged the two previous works, increase the size of spam corpus, where the number of Arabic Web spam is equal to the number of Arabic non Web spam. Proposed new content -based features, which mainly focused in key stuffing techniques. Another three classifiers used (Decision Tree, LogitBoost, and SVM). The results of the conducted tests presented that the Decision Tree is the best classifier to identify Arabic Web spam with an accuracy of 99.3462%.
In their study [15] built large Arabic content-based spam corpus containing 15,000 Arabic spammed Web pages, collected through customized Web crawler. Manual classification were used to label the Web pages in the spam corpus. Three of spam percentages (1%, 15%, and 50%) were used within three classifiers (Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, SVM, and K-NN). The results showed that the Decision Tree is the best classifier with an accuracy of 99.96% in detecting Arabic content-based Web spam.
In [9] three of machine learning algorithms were used to detect the content-based Arabic Web spam. [9] built two corpuses of spammed Web pages; the first is extended Arabic Web spam, and the second dedicated with non Arabic Web spam. Using (Naïve Bayes, and Decision Tree) classifiers, the proposed content-based features showed that it suitable for detecting Arabic and non Arabic spammed Web pages.
[16] Studied the behaviors of spammers within the top ten Arabic words that used in Arabic queries using SBK tool for all Arab countries. A new spam corpus built which concerned with the top ten Arabic keywords. The conducted tests monitor the spammer's key stuffing techniques with these popular keywords. The results presented the accuracy of detecting content-based Arabic Web spam with 90%, using Decision Tree classifier.
[17] The authors built Arabic Web spam detection system, using the rules of Decision Tree classification algorithm. They depend on the dataset of 15,000 Arabic spam Web pages. The proposed system yields an accuracy of 83%.
Link-based Web spam detection
Link spam which is based on the manipulation of the link structure of Web pages, such as: inserting irrelevant links to point to other Web pages in illegal techniques. There are two main techniques used by link-spam: Link hijacking is the most popular technique and uses for link-spam, which is based on using many links to point a target spam Web page called controlled page to arise its rank [18] . The second technique is the Honeypots: This is an indirect spam way, either entrapping a reputabl e Web page by inserting spam links, or using many links pointing to each other as control led pages [5, 18] .
The study of [3] focused on detecting link-based Web spam, and ignored the contentbased Web spam features. They calculate the scores of the set of link-based features for each Web page, and applying the rank propagation and probabilistic over the Web graph structure. They built the classifier which tested on the large Web link spam dataset. The tests used the ten-fold cross-validation, and the best classifier detect 80% of spam Web sites with only 2% as a false positives rate.
The study of [18] analyzed the page quality, and extract the link credibility through three distinct features. Semi-automatically technique is used to: Evaluate different pages link credibility, allow the personal user to assess the link credibility, and propose CredibleRank. The proposed CredibleRank algorithm is based on credibility metrics and quality of page scores superior to PageRank and TrustRank algorithms.
While the study of [19] used an online learning algorithm to monitor the host which can generate the link-based Web spam. Those researchers investigate on the Web spam seeds and extracted the set of link-based features which affect the PageRank score. The experiment tests used the archives of Japanese Web pages, and yields the precision between 56% and 73% and yields F-measure between 0.54 and 0.68.
The study of [20] conducted a series of studies related to Web spam in Web 2.0 platforms, started with [21] in which the spammers insert their spam URLs in popular Web sites such as: social networking service, and Yahoo news. The spammers used spam methods such as: Web 2.0 spam which duplicates the amount of message spam, and Web spam bots which increase the spread of the spam content. While [21] proposed the Honey spam 2.0 tool which monitors the Web bot behavior. In their stud y [22] continued the interesting on the spam bots, they used the action time and action frequency to detect the spam bots. The results showed that the accuracy enhanced and reaches 94.7%.
The study of [23] explored an automated supervised machine learning technique to detect the spam bots inside 2.0 platforms. The new approach focuses on the navigation behavior, and compares between users and spam bots behavior. The conducted tests used Matthew Correlation Coefficient method, and have yields an accuracy of 96.24%.
The study of [24] focused on the Arabic link-based spamming techniques. They built link-based spammed corpus includes 3,000 Arabic spammed Web pages. They explored the irrelevant exchanging of external and internal links in the Arabic spam farm.
Decision Tree, and Naïve Bayes classifiers used to evaluate the Arabic link -based Web pages, the results showed accuracy of 91.4706% with Decision Tree as the best classifier in detecting link-based Arabic Web spam.
Non Arabic cloaking and hybrid Web spam detection
The last type of Web spam is cloaking. This type is based on the simple idea of producing two different versions for each spammed Web page; the difference comprises the content and quality. One of the two versions is meant to be with high and valuable information quality, and is sent to the Web crawler to achieve a high rank. While the second version is meant to be a spam Web page, and is sent to the user browser [25] . Sometimes cloaking Web spam is viewed as a hybrid type of the two previous types (content and link spam), due to the similarity in the features with the content Web spam from one side, and the similarity with redirection which used in cloaking with the linked Web spam from the other side.
The study of [26] reported cloaking and redirection techniques as important spamdexing techniques. It produces a realistic view of content -based and link-based methods to detect cloaking and link redirections, through the computation of three different copies for each Web page. The analysis results estimated (through two used datasets) that 3% of the first dataset and 9% of the second dataset used the cloaking technique to increase the rank of their Web pages.
In their study [27] showed the ratio of cloaking SERP which based on the query properties such as: link popularity and monetizability. They proposed new metrics for detecting cloaked Web pages through normalizing the TF between multiple downloaded Web pages versions. The experiments claimed using 10,000 search queries and 3 million related SERP. The results presented that 73.1% of the cloaked popular search Web pages are spam, and around 98% of the cloaked monetizable Web pages are spam.
In their study [28] presented a combination of link-based, and content-based spam detection features. The spam detection system divided into three phases; initially clusters the host graphs and labels all the hosts, then predicts labels to neighboring hosts, and finally uses the predicted labels as new features and retests the classifier. The researchers found that the linked hosts belong to the same cluster: either both are spam or both are non spam. The results of the best classifier showed an accuracy of 88.4% with 6.3% false positives.
In the study of [29] the authors claimed that they have performed the larger characterization content-based and HTTP analysis methods on the 350,000 Web documents. The analysis of content showed the duplication of the information content and URLs redirections. The analysis of content-based spam Web pages divided the Web documents into five main categories: Advertising Farms, Parked Domains, Advertisements, Pornography, and Redirection. While the link-based analysis performed, showed that the spammers used narrow IP addresses ranges for the spam hosting.
The study of [30] proposed new technique based on a new machine learning approach, which can detect both link-based features, and word-based features, which extracted using the combinatorial feature-fusion method. They used many humanengineered features constructed from the raw data, and used semi -supervised learning to classify the unlabelled test Web pages. The results showed the high effectiveness of semi-supervised learning, and the combinatorial feature-fusion method.
The URL redirection is considered as a one of the cloaking styles. In their study [31] reported the employment of the redirection on the spam links. The study found that the redirection is widely used, about 40% of all links for different goals. Several JavaScript of URL, Meta and server sides' redirections were detected in the spam Web pages as internal and external links. The experiment results applied on the legitimate Alexa, UGA, and blogs datasets, showed that the percentage of using external redirection techniques by spammers is 46.81%, and the percentage of using external redirection techniques by legitimate sites is 53.19 %.
The study of [27] presented the cloaking Web spam in form of spamdexing redirections with false content to Web crawler for indexing purposes, while the irrelevant content sent to user browser. They studied famous JavaScript redirection techniques, which are stronger than the static analysis and static feature based detection systems. Their research found that the use of light weight JavaScript parsers is effective to predict the redirection of spam behaviors.
A study by [32] presented a novel algorithm; called Web spam Identification Through Content and Hyperlinks (WITCH) which aims to learn the Web spam detect ion techniques on both Web sites and Web pages level. The Witch algorithm takes the advantages of the content-based features and the Web graph structure. The authors claimed that Witch algorithm outperformed the other algorithms in the scalable, efficiency, and the state-of-the-art accuracy using SVM which achieved accurate results in detecting Web spam.
The study of [33] proposed language model approach which extracted a combination of content-based and link-based features from two popular spam datasets (WebspamUk2006 and Webspam-Uk2007). Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence was applied on the spam Web pages to characterize the relation between the two linked Web pages. The proposed model has improved the F-measure of Webspam-Uk2006, and WebspamUk2007 to about 6% and 2% respectively.
In their study [34] the authors explored the survey of different spam methods, and filtering algorithms. The existing solutions were dedicated to content -based, link-based, and non-traditional data (i.e., user behaviors, clicks, and HTTP sessions) Web spam detection. Their anti-spam algorithms provided high successful Web spam detection results with an accuracy of 90%.
Proposed Frame work
The frame work of Arabic cloaking Web spam detection system is summarizing in the Figure 1 . 
Cloaking Features Extraction
Cloaking spam Web pages is based on the basic idea of producing two different versions of each Web page. The difference between them affected by the factors of content-based, linkbased features, and the quality of the Web page. The high quality version appearing on the Web crawler to get the rank that actually contrary to the quality version appearing in the user browser [25] .
In this paper we used the improved Web crawler to collect the first Arabic cloaking Web spam dataset, which contains around 5,000 Arabic Web pages with cloaked behavior. The cloaking Web page analyzer find the difference between the content-based and link-based features which appears in the user browser; and the content-based and link-based features which appears in the Web crawler. The Spammers used this technique widely; meaningless English/Arabic words provide an important weights that increase the rank of the spammed Web pages [16] .
2. The total number of characters (Arabic, English, or Symbol) in all <Meta> elements of a Web page under consideration.
If we have n as a number of <Meta> elements in specific Web page, the Web page analyzer compute the number of characters in each <Meta> as a independent element of other <Meta> elements in this specific Web page.
3. The total number of Arabic/English words in the all <Meta> elements in a specific Web page.
If we have n as a number of <Meta> elements in specific Web page, the Web page analyzer compute the number of Arabic/English words in each <Meta> as a independent element of other <Meta> elements in this specific Web page.
4. The total number of Symbol words or characters in the all <Meta> elements in a specific Web page.
The symbol words or characters are composed of letters, unique characters, and punctuation marks that may appear in some Arabic Web pages. Therefore it is considered as a candidate to be one of Arabic spammed features. So we extract the total number of characters of the symbols in all <Meta> elements of the Web page. Our Arabic content/link Web spam detection system will check if the spammers use those strange symbols to increase the rank of their Web pages, or not.
5. The total number of Arabic, English, or Symbol words or characters in <body> element or in a specific Web page.
Content-based feature.
6. The minimum length of Arabic, English, or Symbol word inside the <body> element, or in a specific Web page.
We assume that the minimum word consist of three characters.
10. The Web page size in Kilo bytes.
Spammers try to decrease the size of spammed Web pages to attract users to access in these Web pages.
11. The total number of characters with the URL.
Spammers try to insert many spam words in the spam URLs, to attract the users to use these URLs.
12. The complexity factor of Web page within lexical density inside the <body> element, or in a specific Web page.
13. The total number of Arabic/English/Symbol words inside the <title> element.
14. The size (Kilo bytes) of the hidden text inside the <body> element or in a specific Web page.
The spammers try to trick the search engines to see links and the content that are not visible to normal users. This can be done through embedding them in very small pictures, or using tiny text font, or using the same color as the page background.
15. The total size (Kilo bytes) of compressed files inside the <body> element or in a specific Web page.
16. The total number of Arabic/English/Symbol words without repetition inside the <body> element or in a specific Web page.
17. The total number of image/images inside a specific Web page.
Spammers try to attract the users through using large number of meaningless images in their spam Web pages. They use these images to increase the traffic of visitors, so they can get more revenues.
18. The total number of links image/images inside a specific Web page.
19. The total number of the most popular Arabic words inside a specific Web page.
We based on the most popular Arabic words, and the English words that mentioned in [16] .
20. The number of external links in specific Web pages.
Link-based feature.
21. The number of internal links in specific Web pages.
22. The total number of links (the internal and external) in specific Web pages.
The total number of characters in the URL
This feature can be considered as the same URL feature in the content, but it can be different when we have a redirected Web page.
The total number of broken links.
Link-based feature (decrease the PageRank). 
Experimental Results
Cloaking Detection Classifiers
Three classifiers (Decision Tree, Logistic Regresion, K Nearest neighbor (K-NN) ) given in Weka applied on the Arabic cloaking spam dataset. We have several evaluation metrics which validates the three classification algorithms, such as:
1. Accuracy: Represents a fraction of training documents that assigned to the correct class by the classifier [2] .
2. Error: Represents a fraction of training documents that assigned to the incorrect class by the classifier [2] .
3. Precision (P): Represents a fraction of dividing the number of relevant retrieved documents over the total number of retrieved documents [35] .
4. Recall (R): Represents a fraction of dividing the number of relevant retrieved documents over the total number of relevant documents [35] .
True Positive (TP):
Represents the number of items correctly labeled as belonging to the positive class [35] .
6. False Positive (FP): Represents the number of items correctly labeled as belonging to the negative class [35] .
F-measure:
Is an accuracy measure that combine both the precision and recall values. The traditional F-measure formula is:
Where P is the Precision; R is the recall [2] . In the Arabic cloaking dataset we used three different spam percentages (2%, 30%, and 40%), which present the percentages group in the accuracy values of Arabic cloaking detection.
The Logistic Regression is applied on the three spam percentage groups to classify cloaking dataset. Applying it on the three spam percentage groups yield accuracies of 97.9933%, 87.3737%, and 86.1644% respectively. Table 1 shows the results of the accuracies and errors of using Logistic Regression within cloaking spammed Web pages. The results shown in Table 1 indicate that we have not good percentages to detect the spam cloaking, on the three different percentages of spam. Table 2 shows the accuracy and error results of applying K-NN on the cloaking dataset. Applying the K-NN on the three spam groups, yield accuracy results of 98.3437%, 96.1014%, and 89.4434% respectively. The results shown in Table 3 indicate that the three percentage groups of spam dataset gain a high percentage to detect Arabic cloaking spammed Web pages.
Finally we applied the Decision Tree classifier on the three different percentages of spam, and it yields accuracies of 99.8174%, 96.1014%, and 89.4434% respectively. Table 3 shows the results of accuracies and errors. Table 3 shows the superiority of the Decision Tree when used the spam percentage of 2%.
In our spam dataset, we were considering the Web pages as a cloaking type if the Web page has a cloaking behavior in any of its HTML elements. So the extracted rules must check of every HTML element if it uses cloaking behavior or not.
Cloaking Results Analysis
After we extracted the cloaking features using cloaking Web page analyzer, we found that if difference result of the cloaking features is equal to zero. This means that we have not any differences between the user browser version and the Web crawler version. So the Web page under consideration is a non spam Web page.
If we found that the cloaking features have negative numerical results, this means that the Web crawler version has more content and links than the user browser version. So this indicates that we have a spam behavior, with some exceptions for external links and broken links. We need first to identify the thresholds that determine if the difference between the two versions (the user browser version and the Web crawler version) is significant to identify a spam behavior or not. The thresholds depend on the contents/links of HTML elements, so if we have a duplicate in the content and high number of additional links, this means that we reach the threshold. While if the difference in the content/link features between the user browser version and the Web crawler version does not has any duplication, or additional links. This means that we have not reached the thresholds of a spam behavior.
High number of broken links and external links in the Web crawler version means that the Web page will not get a high rank. This contradicts to the spam behavior which tries to increase the rank of Web pages. So if we found that we have negative numerical results with the broken links and external links in the cloaking features, this means that we have non spam behavior. This may considered as an errors in designing the Web pages by Web masters.
If the cloaking features have positive numerical results; this means that the user browser version has more content/links than the Web crawler version. So we have a non spam behavior, with some exceptions in external link and broken links. Increasing number of broken links and external links in the user browser version means that the version of the Web page that sent to the Web crawler does not contain the broken and external links. So these Web pages get a higher rank than it really deserve. Thus, the users will suffer from these spammed Web pages.
Cloaking Detection System
The results of the classified cloaked Web pages recommended that it is necessary to check every cloaking feature in the Web page, when we want to detect the cloaking behavior.
To extract all the cloaking features we need to extract all content/link features then find the difference between the two copies (user browser and Web crawler) of the cloaked Web page. 
Input:
List of URLs stored on a text file (CloakingWebspam.txt). 
Output:
Evaluate the Proposed Arabic Cloaking Detection System
We used the test dataset which consists of 1,000 Arabic spammed Web pages to evaluate the Arabic cloaking Web spam Detection System; the results yields 94.1606% accuracy in detecting cloaking Web spam. Figure 5 shows the evaluation process of our Arabic cloaking Web spam detection system. The detailed evaluation results of Arabic Cloaking Web spam are shown in Table 4 . 
Conclusions and Future Work
The continuous expansion of the Internet, lead to increase in the number of challenges to Web search companies to offer relevant and high quality Arabic information to its Arab users. So to accomplish their goals the Web sites owners attempt to adopt legal and illegal ways to lets their Web pages rank higher than they deserve in the SERP, to gain more users, and more revenues.
In this paper we presented novel Arabic cloaking Web spam detection system, which capable to extract large number of the cloaking features that monitor all HTML elements in both user browser version and Web crawler version. The developed system was implemented and tested on the Arabic spam dataset, and yields acceptance results that would save the time of Arabic users, efforts, and help to retrieve the relevant results that satisfy their needs.
We plan in the future to enhance the work of Web spam detection by including all the challenges of spam factors that influence the reputable Web pages and link popularities. And also detect the spam techniques in the social networks, such as: FaceBook, YouTube, Google + and Twitter. As they are attracting more and more internet users, and they are targets for spammers.
